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The studyof vegetationchange has providedone of
the cornerstonesof researchthroughoutthe history of
vegetation science. During much of this time period,
most studies focused on succession, defined as a more
or less directionalchange in species composition at a
site over time. The importance of succession as an
ecological concept is reflected in the numberof texts
summarizingsuccessionalresearch(e.g. Clements1916;
Miles 1979; West, Shugart & Botkin 1981; Gray,
Crawley&Edwards1987; Burrows1990;Glenn-Lewin,
Peet & Veblen 1992). Recently, the focus of research
has expanded beyond descriptive studies of successional patterns to a more mechanistically-oriented
analysis of vegetation dynamics, a term referringto
vegetationchange withoutregardto directionality(e.g.
Knapp1974;Connell& Slatyer 1977;Miles, Schmidt&
van der Maarel1988; Pickett,Collins & Armesto 1987;
Pickett & McDonnell 1989). This Special Featureon
'Patternsandmechanismsof vegetationdynamics'continues in this vain.
The papersin this volume were originallypresented
at the Symposium of the InternationalAssociation for
Vegetation Science held in Eger, Hungary, in 1991.
This symposium was organized in four sessions, the
second of which, 'Mechanismsdirectingandregulating
community processes', may be seen as the 'core session' for this Special Feature. Indeed, this session is
representedhere with five lecturesandpostercontributions. However, we also included two lectures from
session 3, 'Time and Space: Scale Dependenceof Vegetation', and even seven from session 4: 'Vegetation
dynamicsin grasslands,Pioneercommunities,andForests. Generally, papers in the present volume were
selected based on their direct applicationto the theme
proper, especially papers that were attemptingan experimentalanalysisof processesandmechanisms.Some
good case studies of novel successional systems were
also included.
Contributionsto symposia are often heterogeneous;
we have groupedthe papersin this Special Featuresas
those thatdeal moreor less with vegetationdynamicsat

large, and those that focus on vegetation succession.
Within each of these groups, the papers fall into two
subcategories: analysis of patterns, and analysis of
mechanisms.
Vegetation dynamics
Analysis of patterns

Patterns of vegetation change may occur at any
spatial scale. From a hierarchicalperspective, largescale patternsare likely to change at slower rates than
small-scale patterns.In the first paper in this series,
Collins, Glenn & Roberts, echoing the comments of

Shipley & Keddy(1987), suggest thatthe plantcommunitycontinuumis a vague conceptin need of refinement
and analysis. Collins et al. propose an alternative,dynamicmodel for vegetationstructureanddynamics,the
hierarchicalcontinuum concept, based on hierarchy
theoryand the core-satellitehypothesis (Hanski 1982).
The model emphasizes the notion that abundanceand
distributionof specieschangeovertime,althoughrateof
change may vary at differentspatial scales. Data from
NorthAmericantallgrassprairieshowthatspecies abundances in permanentplots were highly variable over
time.
Support for the notion that species distributions
changerapidlyat smallspatialscales is presentedin four
papers that describe, based on different methods and
analyses, the highly dynamic and unpredictablenature
of grasslandvegetation. In the second paper, Glenn &
Collinsreportthatthe number,size and compositionof
patches of vegetationin tallgrassprairiechangedfrom
year to year in the absence of disturbance.They found
that experimentalremoval of a dominantbunchgrass
increasedspecies richness, but did not alter indices of
patch structure.
Herben et al. use simple Markovmodels to predict
vegetationchange in small quadratsin mountaingrassland in Bohemia. Actual changes differed markedly
frompredictedtrajectories.In anotherpaper,Herbenet
al. determinedthat species moved aboutspatiallyfrom
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yearto year, andthatthe degreeof spatialmovementfor
many species was poorly relatedto life historystrategy.
Based on long-termstudiesin limestone grassland,van
derMaarel & Sykesnotedthatthe cumulativefrequency
of species among small quadratsin permanentplots
increasedstronglyover time. Species were moving over
time in such a way thatwithin a few years most species
could potentially have occurred in all the quadrats.
Based on the similarityof species distributions,van der
Maarel & Sykesquestionthe validity of the niche concept, and they offer an alternative(descriptive)model,
the carouselmodelto depictthe small-scaledynamicsof
communities.It is interestingthatthis series of papers,
based on severalyears of datain contiguouspermanent
plots from very differentecosystems, convergedon the
notion that the composition and structureof grassland
vegetationis highly dynamicin space and time.
Analysis of mechanisms

A series of four papersdeals more specifically with
the causal mechanismsof vegetation dynamics. In the
first paper, Espigares & Peco reportthat the germination behaviour of seeds of species in Mediterranean
ecosystems can be arrangedalong a temperaturegradient upon arrival of the first rains. Differences in
germinationresponse to moisture and temperatureaffect communitystructurefrom one year to the next by
alteringthe competitive conditions that develop at the
beginning of the growing season each autumn.Ryser
assesses neighborhood effects on seedling establishment in grasslands.His results suggest that facilitation
is necessary for the establishment of some species.
Physical disturbanceand pathogens were found to be
more importantfor species recruitmentthan small gaps
in the vegetation.
The relationshipsbetween productivityand diversity were experimentallyexaminedby Willems,Peet &
Bik. They showed that productivitydoubled following
fertilization,yet species diversity was reducedby less
than 50 %. Neither productionnor growth form were
sufficientto explain patternsof diversityin these limestone grasslands. Rather, diversity was most closely
related to structuralheterogeneity of the vegetation.
Montalvo et al. examined causes of diversity in grasslands along an elevation gradientin Spain. They report
that plant-herbivoreinteractionsare importantfor the
maintenanceof species diversity.They describegrazing
and disturbancethrough ploughing in grasslands as
mechanisms for maintaining and reducing diversity,
respectively, whereby grazing also acts as compensatory mechanismon diversityrestorationafterreduction
throughdisturbance.
As a whole, these studiesemphasizethe high degree
of temporal dynamics in grassland vegetation. It is
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interesting to note that the composition of grassland
vegetation was heterogeneousin space and time in the
absence of disturbance.In contrastto predictionsfrom
disturbancetheory (e.g. Pickett & White 1985), disturbances such as grazing and fertilizer applicationalter
grasslandcommunity structure,and may actually lead
to a decrease in the natural rate of change in these
systems.
Vegetation succession
Analysis of patterns

The majorityof successional studies in this Special
Issue addresspatternsandmechanismsof some form of
secondarysuccession.The one exceptionin this Special
Featureis the contributionby del Moral & Wood.Based
on 10 yr of permanentplot data on Mount St. Helens,
Washington, the authors conclude that a mechanistic
of successionis notyet appropriate.
Rather,
interpretation
patternsof primarysuccession appearto be a functionof
local environmentalconditions, landscape configuration, dispersaldistances, and chance.
Wilmannsdescribes patterns during succession in
vineyards, in which different types or 'agroforms' of
plantcommunitiesdevelop in responseto differentagriculturaltreatments.In MediterraneanFrance,the native
Quercuspubescens has been replacedby Q. ilex. Studies of seed germinationbehavior by Bacilieri et al.
suggest, however, that vegetationchange will continue
and that Q. ilex will be replacedby other species.
In a permanentplot study of succession on nutrient
poor soils, Schmidt & Briibach found that the spatial
distributionof the conspicuous plants showed remarkable changes over time. Such dynamics correspondto
the rapidchanges noted in undisturbedgrassland,lending furthercredenceto the notion that plant succession
does not lead to the developmentof stable,deterministic
species associations.
Analysis of mechanisms

Studies by both Leuschner and Rode focused on
processes associatedwith succession from heathlandto
oak-beechforest. Leuschnerfound that transmissionof
photosynthetically active radiation decreased during
succession. Soil-nutrientconcentrationseither stayed
the same or increased during succession. Soil nutrient
quality was tied directly to leaf nutrientquality. In a
complimentary study, Rode focuses on leaf nutrient
dynamicsalong the heathlandto oak-beech sere. Nutrient content in the leaves was low, as it was in the soil,
however, leaf nutrientcontent was higher in trees than
in shrubs on similar soils. Rode concludes that leaf
turnoverratesincreaseduringsuccessionbecause of the
higher nutrientquality of leaves of late successional
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trees.
In Mediterranean shrublands, de Lillis & Federici
quantified gas exchange, photosynthesis, and water potential in early and late successional species. In all cases,
net photosynthesis peaked in early spring when leaf
nitrogen contents were highest, but light availability was
lower than later in the growing season. Thus, nitrogen,
not light, controls rate of photosynthesis in this system.
Pioneer herbs showed higher rates of photosynthesis
after cutting than late successional trees and shrubs. Net
photosynthesis of herbs after fire was the same as in
climax vegetation. Thus, carbon gain appears to be
related to successional stage more so than life form, per
se.
Finally, Agnew, Wilson & Sykes describe a particular
mechanism in a regeneration succession, which they call
vegetation switch, i.e. a positive feedback between vegetation and environment in the form of the creation of
dead-log microsites by fallen trees which permit seedlings to develop.
Perspective
The papers in this special issue cover a broad range
of ecosystems and temporal gradients. Although patterns of change in response to disturbance have frequently
been reported (e.g. Pickett & White 1985), the high
degree of small-scale spatial dynamics noted in many of
these studies offer an interesting challenge to some
long-held concepts in vegetation science. Scale increasingly becomes an issue when general models, such as
the intermediate disturbance hypothesis (Connell 1978)
or initial floristic composition (Egler 1954), are applied
to studies of vegetation dynamics. The surprisingly
rapid small-scale changes, both spatial and temporal,
noted in many studies suggest that it is time to rethink
the basic notions about vegetation-environment relationships, community stability, and niche relationships.
Hierarchical models of local dynamics constrained by
larger-scale processes, and the concept of nodal succession (Yarranton & Morrison 1974) may provide a useful
insight into the processes and mechanisms of vegetation
dynamics.
Finally, the various papers make clear that we have
not reached the state where we can understand vegetation dynamics by describing mechanisms. In many cases
we can at best describe and quantify processes, which
later have to be understood by finding underlying mechanisms.
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